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“No!”
However, Yu Wenyan underestimated Yue Feng’s personality too much, at this
moment, Yue Feng hardly hesitated, shook his head and refused: “Being a man must
be true to what you say, since I have agreed to Kuafu, I have to do what I say.”
“Besides, only the Rakshasa people can get the inheritance of Kuafu. Even if I am
strong, I may not be able to inherit it.”
“As for the grievances between the Rakshasa and Kyushu, the two sides have
coexisted peacefully for three years. , it is impossible to cause trouble easily.”
When he said this, Yue Feng had a determined look on his face.
“I…” Yu Wenyan opened his mouth, somewhat speechless, feeling a little disappointed
at the same time, but also a little surprised.
At this time, Yu Wenyan had never imagined that the man in front of him had such an
excellent quality. In Yu Wenyan’s heart, Yue Feng was an unscrupulous bastard, and
he never realized that when it came to serious matters, his stance was so firm.
The plan failed, and Yu Wenyan was very depressed.
Yue Feng didn’t want to snatch the inheritance, so he wouldn’t have the chance to get
out of his control.
hum!
At this moment, at the entrance of the palace, the Kuafu inheritance ceremony had
begun, and a powerful force formed a ray of light, covering Kuafu and Zang Yunyue.
That power is extremely pure, and seeing this scene, both Yue Feng and Yu Wenyan
are shocked.
I don’t know how long it will take, the inheritance is over!
“Child, the future of the tribe will be handed over to you.” As the light ended, Kuafu’s
figure appeared, and at this time he looked at Zang Yunyue kindly, and said slowly, “As
the inheritance continues, I can also feel completely at ease. Now .”
When he said this, Kuafu’s body began to become illusory, like a puff of smoke that was
about to be blown away by the wind at any time.
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“Thank you ancestors!” Zang Yunyue looked at Kuafu’s figure and slowly floated
upwards, feeling reluctant to let go, she couldn’t help but said.
At this time, Kuafu also looked reluctant, looked at Zang Yunyue, and looked at Yue
Feng: “This underground palace is supported by my thoughts, I will disappear soon, and
here will be soon. Collapse, let’s go…”
“Om!” When the
last sentence fell, there was a sudden gust of wind around the huge square and the
palace, and then, Kuafu in mid-air completely disappeared, disappearing in the Yue
Feng crowd. before.
Boom!
Immediately afterwards, the entire underground palace began to vibrate violently, as if
the sky was falling apart.
“Let’s go!” Yu Wenyan’s tender body trembled, and he couldn’t help shouting. The few
subordinates behind him were so scared that their faces turned pale.
Yue Feng did not leave immediately, but quietly watched Zang Yunyue.
Perhaps because of the inheritance, Yue Feng clearly felt that the temperament of Zang
Yunyue and the feeling it gave people were completely different from before. There was
an air of transcendence in his body, as if he had changed a person.
“Fengtao, thank you!” Zang Yunyue walked over quickly, with a trace of nervousness on
her beautiful face: “This place is about to collapse, hurry up and get out.”
Saying that, Zang Yunyue couldn’t hide it. Thanks: “Fengtao, I will keep your help to me
today in my heart. If you need anything in the future, just come to the Rakshasa to find
me.”
Until this moment, Zang Yunyue didn’t know that this person who helped him several
times before him The man is not called Feng Tao at all, but Yue Feng, who is famous in
Kyushu.
Yue Feng nodded, and then asked, “Aren’t you going?”
Zang Yunyue smiled lightly: “My eldest brother and second brother, I don’t know where
I’m trapped, I’m going to find them, don’t worry, we’ll be fine. of.”

The voice fell, Zang Yunyue waved at Yue Feng, and rushed in towards the passage in
front of him. In the blink of an eye, he disappeared from everyone’s sight.
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Call!
Yue Feng took a deep breath, thinking of Ye Meng at this time, and became anxious
again.
This place is about to collapse, but Ye Meng has never been seen. She won’t be
trapped somewhere like the two brothers, will she?
Boom!
The vibration became more and more severe. At this time, boulders continued to fall.
Yue Feng didn’t have time to think about it, and hurriedly greeted Yu Wenyan and
rushed towards the exit.
At the same time, Yue Feng kept looking around to see if he could find Ye Meng.
Finally, Yue Feng and the others saw a ray of light, which was the exit!
Whoa!
However, at this time, I heard the sound of screaming and killing from outside the exit.
At this moment, Yue Feng was stunned, Qingyunzong was attacked? Who is the other
party?
Is it Zhang Jiao?
“Yue Feng!”
Seeing Yue Feng’s expression, Yu Wenyan hesitated and couldn’t help but said, “The
Qingyun Sect should be occupied soon, let’s just go out like this, I’m afraid we will meet
Zhang Jiao.”
Yes, Yuwenyan just now When I got here, I was encountering Zhang Jiao attacking
Qingyunzong. At that time, Yu Wenyan did not reveal it, but entered the back mountain
and accidentally entered the cave.
“What did you say?”
Yue Feng was stunned, frowning at Yu Wenyan: “Zhang Jiao attacked Qingyunzong?
Are they not a cooperative relationship?”

Yu Wenyan sneered, unable to hide his inner resentment: “Zhang Jiao is so despicable
Little man, no one in the world deserves to cooperate with him, only to be used by him.”
Saying that, Yu Wenyan suddenly thought of something: “There’s one more thing, I
don’t know if you know it.”
“What’s the matter?”
Huh!
Yu Wenyan breathed a sigh of relief, instead of complicating it: “I got news before that in
order to deal with Zhang Jiao, Wen Chou Chou secretly appealed to the Tianqi Royal
Family and Tianmen for help, but Zhang Jiao saw through it. Later, Wen Chou Chou
was besieged and fell off a cliff and died. “
When he said this, Yu Wenyan’s tone was calm, but he always paid attention to Yue
Feng’s reaction.
Yes, Yu Wenyan wants to provoke a fight between Yue Feng and Zhang Jiao. In Yu
Wenyan’s heart, these two are her enemies. The more they fight each other, the
happier she is.
What?
Yue Feng only felt a buzzing sound in his head, and the whole person was stunned.
In the next second, Yue Feng reacted, grabbed Yu Wenyan’s fragrant shoulder, shook it
vigorously and shouted, “Who did you listen to?”
Brother Wen died? This is impossible.
Yue Feng was too angry, Yu Wenyan’s beautiful face showed a trace of pain, and she
said in a sullen voice, “You hurt me.” After
speaking, he pushed away Yue Feng’s hand and continued: “This matter has never
happened before. There will be no fake news from the Tian organization, don’t forget, I
was once the head of the Wu Tian organization.”
Zhang Jiao!
Yue Feng’s eyes were instantly blood red, and his fists were clenched.
I am at odds with you.
…..

the other side!
Qingyunzong Mountain Gate.
Just after the fierce battle, the sky began to rain lightly, and the rain washed away the
bloodstains and merged into the city river.
Inside the hall, Zhang Jiao sat there with a smile on his gloomy face.
In less than an hour, he controlled Qingyunzong, which was faster than his budget.
Today, he annexed Qingyunzong, and his power increased greatly, and he was one
step closer to dominating Kyushu.
At this time, many elites from the Heavenless Organization congratulated Zhang Jiao
one after another!
“Congratulations, Lord, to successfully annex Qingyunzong!”
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“The lord is mighty!”
Listening to the congratulations from his subordinate elites, Zhang Jiao felt
incomparably relieved, nodded and laughed: “This battle, you all have contributed, I will
hold a celebration banquet for you later, to When the time comes, everyone have a few
more drinks.”
Om!
“Celebration feast? I’m afraid you won’t have the opportunity to celebrate!” At this
moment, only a roar was heard from the sky outside!
Everyone inside and outside the hall was shocked by this roar, and their hearts
trembled, and they all looked for the sound!
hiss!
Seeing this, everyone’s heart trembled inexplicably.
I saw an incomparably ruthless man walking step by step. Although there was only one
person, he had a powerful aura that intimidated the world. His facial features were cut
like a knife, and his eyes flashed with a strong killing intent. It was Yue Feng!
Upon learning of Wen Chou Chou’s tragic death, Yue Feng collapsed instantly, and
after a few Yu Wen Yan left, he came to the main hall alone.

At this time, Yue Feng, who is alone and only a shadow, is majestic and majestic! There
was no arrogance in his expression, but endless pain and hatred, and murderous aura
all over his body.
call!
At this moment, the whole place is silent! You can almost hear the needle falling, and
everyone is quietly watching Yue Feng!
Yue Feng did not hesitate, and when he arrived at the entrance of the main hall, he
raised his hand and sent the two elite disciples of the Heavenless Organization flying
out. Those two disciples fell into a pool of blood before they could react, and before they
even had time to scream.
Seeing this scene, everyone was furious.
boom!
Zhang Jiao’s eyes flickered, but he couldn’t help it. He suddenly stood up and sneered
at Yue Feng: “Yue Feng, I thought I was going to disappear again and disappear for a
few years, why? I can’t wait now. ?”
With that, the corners of Zhang Jiao’s mouth evoked a hint of abuse: “Are you here to
avenge Wen Chou Chou? Hey, speaking of it, this Wen Chou Chou is indeed very
smart, but unfortunately, cleverness was mistaken by cleverness, he didn’t do anything.
Thinking of it, the plan has long been known to me, so I die without complaining.
Haha…”
Swish!
Hearing this, Yue Feng’s eyes were extremely blood-red, his body was filled with
suffocation, and deep in his heart, monstrous anger was surging!
“Zhang Jiao, today next year will be your day of death!” A cold voice came from Yue
Feng’s mouth, and Sen Han was extremely cold, as if from hell.
He and Wen Chou Chou showed each other with sincerity, and had a deep
brotherhood. He thought that he would be able to share peace in the future, but he did
not expect that before this day came, he would die tragically at the hands of Zhang Jiao.
At this time, Yue Feng was filled with anger, and this anger completely made Yue Feng
lose his mind.
hum!

At this moment, Yue Feng didn’t hesitate at all, all his internal power exploded, his
figure flashed with lightning speed, and the air was torn apart when he came straight to
Zhang Jiao, the power was amazing!
Seeing Yue Feng attacking, Zhang Jiao didn’t panic at all. On the contrary, his eyes
flashed with excitement, and his whole body was filled with endless fighting intent.
Everything he did during this time was to force Yue Feng to appear. At this time, Yue
Feng took the initiative to send him to the door, and Zhang Jiao was only excited, not
nervous.
“Yue Feng!”
Zhang Jiao smiled grimly, and his tone was playful: “I know that you are in a hurry to
reunite with Wen Chou Chou in Huangquan, and I will fulfill you.” As the
voice fell, Zhang Jiao’s inner strength surged, and he went straight to meet him!
clang!
The next second, Yue Feng and Zhang Jiao collided, and a tyrannical fluctuation of
internal force swept the audience! The air on Qingyunzong Mountain was distorted!
Afterwards, Zhang Jiao volleyed back dozens of steps, his face gloomy and uncertain.
That’s right, Zhang Jiao also took action after attacking Qingyunzong before, which
consumed a lot of internal strength. At this time, facing Yue Feng, who was bursting
with all his strength, he was naturally a little overwhelmed.
However, Zhang Jiaode did not panic at all.
“Come on!” A
sneer appeared at the corner of Zhang Jiao’s mouth, he pointed at Yue Feng, and
roared wildly: “Everyone, take down Yue Feng, life or death! Give it to me!
” Dou is not Yue Feng’s opponent for the time being, but he has so many subordinates,
and it consumes all his internal strength.
In short, Yue Feng must die today. must die!
Swish swish…
The voice fell, and the subordinate elites who were already surrounded by them all
screamed loudly, and their inner strength urged them to charge towards Yue Feng!
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Although the strength of these subordinate elites is not particularly high, the explosion of
thousands of people together is very amazing.
Huh…
Seeing the people rushing up, Yue Feng’s eyes were extremely blood red, his inner
anger was completely aroused, and he howled wildly: “Want to kill me? Come up, today
I want all of you here to fight for My brother Wen is buried with me!” The
voice fell, Yue Feng was like a tiger entering a flock, and he directly rushed into the
opponent’s crowd!
what!
In an instant, screams continued in the hall, and many elites from the Heavenless
Organization were killed by Yue Feng before they could take action. The entire hall
seemed to be dyed red with blood!
At this time, Yue Feng’s body was also dyed red with blood, like a god of killing.
At the same time as the shot, Yue Feng also quickly looked at the surrounding situation,
and saw that Ye Changsong, the head of Qingyunzong, his wife Xie Cai, and hundreds
of elite disciples under the sect were all tied up in the side hall.
These people are all very weak.
However, Yue Feng never found Ye Meng’s figure.
Thinking that something might happen to his lover, Yue Feng was furious, and his
actions were even more maddening.
call!
At this moment, in the center of the hall, behind Zhang Jiao, two figures stood there,
looking at the scene in front of them, their expressions seemed calm, but their eyes
showed complexity.
It was Fang Qifo and Meihui. Of course, the two of them were still dressed as the head
and disciple of the Snow Mountain Sect.
Before Zhang Jiao received the news of Ye Changsong, he brought people here
quickly. At that time, Fang Qifo was still a guest at the main altar of Wutian
Organization. After learning about the situation, he didn’t hesitate, and quickly followed
Meihui.

After arriving at Qingyunzong, they found that Yue Feng was not there, Fang Qifo and
Meihui were secretly relieved, but they didn’t expect that in the end, Yue Feng actually
took the initiative to come over.
This…
Seeing Yue Feng being besieged, Mei Hui was so anxious, but she didn’t dare to speak,
so she could only look at Fang Qifo for help.
Fang Qifo shook his head secretly, and glanced at Zhang Jiao cautiously.
The matter of pretending to be the head of the Snow Mountain School must not be
exposed, otherwise, the previous efforts will be in vain.
Swish!
At this time, in the battlefield of the main hall, Yue Feng shook the few people in front of
him, his eyes locked on Zhang Jiao, and he said coldly: “Zhang Jiao, I will kill you
today!” The
voice fell, a terrifying breath, It erupted from Yue Feng’s body again, and in an instant,
the surrounding air seemed to stagnate.
The aura of Transcending the Tribulation Realm enveloped the audience, and everyone
in the hall felt panic in their hearts!
“Kacha!”
Immediately after, with a crisp sound, a gleaming weapon appeared in Yue Feng’s
hand.
Fang Tian draws a halberd!
As soon as Fang Tianhua’s halberd came out, a bloody suffocating aura filled every
corner of the hall, and the surrounding temperature dropped a lot.
call!
Feeling the strength of Yue Feng, the eyes of everyone around him were flickering with
fear, and no one dared to take a step forward. To go up is to die, who doesn’t want to
live?
Made!
Seeing this scene, Zhang Jiao’s face was gloomy, and his heart was so anxious that he
was really a bunch of rubbish, so many people could not suppress a Yue Feng.

Thinking to himself, Zhang Jiao roared, “Where are the eighteen hall masters? Set up
the formation for me.”
Swish swish…
When the voice fell, I saw eighteen figures, rushing up quickly and surrounding Yue
Feng, it was the eighteen hall masters of the Wutian Organization. These hall masters
were all strictly selected by Zhang Jiao. Yes, each of them is powerful.
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next second, after Yue Feng was surrounded, the eighteen hall masters moved one
after another and quickly formed a formation.
Formation?
Yue Feng was stunned and frowned slightly.
How mysterious is this formation? Moreover, there seems to be no record in the
Baiqishen formation.
At this time, Yue Feng did not know that the eighteen hall masters formed the formation
created by Zhang Jiao himself, called the Sleeping Spirit Formation. It was created by
Zhang Jiao with his outstanding talent in the past three years. , I used it for the first time
today, so even Yue Feng didn’t know this formation.
Zhang Jiao’s accomplishments in formation techniques are no less than Yue Feng’s, or
even better. Otherwise, when Zhang Jiao helped Yang Jian conquer the Quartet, Yue
Feng would not have been beaten and retreated.
However, Yue Feng is also very confident in his formation skills, so he is not panic at all!
The formation method is right, any formation method has flaws.
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng held Fang Tianhua halberd tightly and tried to break the
formation.
However, half an hour later, Yue Feng’s attack was blocked by the formation, and he
couldn’t rush out.
At this moment, Yue Feng was very anxious!
Huh..
Seeing this scene, Zhang Jiao was not relieved at all, and his face was extremely ugly.
Mad, this Yue Feng is really difficult to deal with. If others are trapped in the trapped

spirit formation, they will not be able to last for a moment, but this Yue Feng has
endured for so long.
In the next second, Zhang Jiao had an idea in his mind, looked around, and sneered:
“Yue Feng was trapped by the formation and had no time to detach himself, and his
attention was on breaking the formation. Whoever takes the opportunity to raid will
surely be able to inflict heavy damage.”
Saying this At the time, Zhang Jiao looked sinister.
Speaking of which, Zhang Jiao did it himself, which was the most reliable, but he used
up a lot of internal energy and needed to recover, so he wanted the people below to raid
Yue Feng.
call!
However, upon hearing this, the several subordinates standing beside Zhang Jiao were
all hesitant, looking at Yue Feng’s eyes with deep awe.
Although the timing of the raid was good, Yue Feng’s strength was tyrannical, and if he
missed, his life would be lost.
Made!
Seeing that no one dared to step forward, Zhang Jiaoqi’s face turned black, and he
couldn’t help scolding: “It’s all trash, now it’s time to prove your loyalty, but everyone is
afraid of this?”
“I’m here to help Mr. Zhang !”
At this moment, a faint voice came, and then, a person walked out from the side, with a
faint smile and confidence on his face, it was Fang Qifo.
Seeing that Yue Feng was besieged, Fang Qifo was always thinking of a way. At this
time, when Zhang Jiao sent someone to raid, he decided to take a risk.
Of course, Fang Qifo didn’t really attack Yue Feng, but wanted to help him secretly.
“Master!” Mei Hui’s delicate body trembled, and she couldn’t help pulling Fang Qifo.
What is the master going to do? Don’t you want to save big brother? Why are you
helping Zhang Jiao to raid?
Feeling Meihui’s nervousness, Fang Qifo secretly winked at her, signaling not to be
nervous.

Meihui Bingxue was smart and understood what Master meant in an instant, but she
was still a little worried. You must know that everyone here is from Zhang Jiao. If Master
wants to help Big Brother, wouldn’t it be exposed at once?
But on second thought, Master is resourceful. Since he took the initiative to stand up,
there must be a way. Thinking of this, Meihui felt a little more at ease.
“Ha ha…”
Seeing Fang Qifo come out, a smile appeared on Zhang Jiao’s face, and he nodded
approvingly: “If you have done your work, I will definitely thank you again.”
In Zhang Jiao’s eyes, Fang Qifo was the head of the Snow Mountain Sect. The strength
is within the Kyushu, although it is not a top powerhouse, but there is no problem in
raiding Yue Feng. After all, Yue Feng is trapped in the formation and has no time to
clone.
At this time, Zhang Jiao didn’t know that the person in front of him was not the head of
the Snow Mountain Sect at all, but a fake from Fang Qifo.

